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when a few volts are applied across it
may not seemvery promising, but first P.
Wyder (FOM and University of Nijme
gen) showed that the information that
can be extracted can be surprisingly
rich.
With point contact spectroscopy, the
novelty lies in measuring the deviations
from Ohm's law in the contact resis
tance between afine point (typically 0.5
µm radius) and the surface of interest,
which is cooled to say 1.2 K. Controlling
the inter-electrode distance to better
than 10-2µmallows contact to be made
with one of the "mountains" rising from
the point to give a contact radius (a)
measured in Å and a current density in
MA/cm2. Whereas on the macroscopic
scale, Maxwell derivedthe contact resis
tance R as being inversely proportional
to a, Sharvin deduced that when the
electron mean free path was large com
pared with the linear dimensions, R 
1/a2. In practice, the relation between R
and a Is somewhere between 1/a and
1/a2and is a function of the mean free
path. Consequently there is a non-linear
dependency of Ron the applied voltage
Vand it isthe derivative dR/dVthat con
tains so much information. Plotting this
function allows one to obtain directly
the spectral distribution of the electronphonon interaction and from compari
sons with data fromother spectroscopic
measurements, the coupling strengths
of different modes can beseparated out.
Besides phonons, however, other scat
tering agents can be examined by point
contact spectroscopy which has the
very unusual characteristic of perform
ing, in effect, surface analysis from the
inside. Ballistic observations can be
madefor example of the reflexion of con
duction electrons from surfaces, or their
reflexion as "holes" - the so-called An
dreev process —if the sample becomes
superconducting.
Break the contact and we are in the
domain of the scanning tunelling micro
scope for which G. Binnig and H. Rohrer
(IBM, Zürich) have been awarded the
EPS 1984 Hewlett-Packard Europhysics
Prize and anumber of other distinctions.
The principle as already outlined in
Europhysics News (February, 1984)
rests on the very strong dependence of
tunnelling current on the distance s bet
ween afine metal tip and the surface to
be studied. To afirst approximation, the
current through avacuum tunnel barrier
of width s is given by:
J  exp (-A 1/2s)
where A is aconstant = 1Å-1 (eV) 1/2
<pis the barrier height (or average work
function, of the electrodes typically a
few eV). This implies a current depen

Schematicof thescanningtunnellingmicroscope (a) showsapexof thetip (left)andsurface
(right) at a magnification of about 108. The solid circles indicate atoms, the dotted lines
electron density contours; (cl PiezodrivesX, Y,Zof the tunnel tip (lengthof eachlegabout
5cm) at left and "louse" L (electrostatic "motor") for roughpositioning (µmtocmrange) of
sampleS.
dency on s of an order of magnitude
per Å.
In the microscope of Binnig and
Rohrer, as the surface under study is
scanned, the tip is maintained at acons
tant distance s (typically 4-6 Å) set by

adjusting the current (typically 1-10nA),
the position of thetip being controlled by
the voltages applied to three mutually
orthogonal drives.
Thetip electrode isformed bygrinding
ametal rod which leaves fine protruding
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points, the most extreme of which beco
mes the active electrode. Lateral resolu
tion can then be improved by lightly
making contact to produce asort of spot
weld and then withdrawing or by apply
ing a few volts for 1
/2 hour. In this way,
single atomic steps on metal and semi
conductor surfaces and, more recently,
single adatoms could be resolved within
a lateral displacement of afew Å.
Crucial to the success of the micro
scope is the manner in which the elec
trodes are mounted and then isolated
from outside influences. In the present
design, the electrodes and piezodrives
are rigidly mounted on a quartz glass
cage (low thermal expansion) which is
suspended in vacuum via a two-stage
spring system. Remaining vibrations are
attenuated by special rubber connectors
and by contactless eddy-current dam
pers. The sample, rigidly held on apiezo
electric plate, can be displaced in steps
(of say 100 Å) by expanding or contrac
ting the plate while permutating the
clamping voltages that lock the feet (on
which the plate rests) to the solid base.
The tip is then positioned relative to the
surface under study by piezo-electric
drives with atypical sensitivity of 2Å/V.
By now, the scanning tunnelling mi
croscope has ceased to be just an elec
tro-mechanical wonder and has become
arecognised instrument for surface stu
dies. What are essentially traced during
a scan are the contours of constant
wave-function overlap within an energy
window determined by the applied vol
tage. This is not the same as adirect im
age of the surface topography although
with clean metal surfaces the relation is
close. Because the method is energy
selective (and can be made spin selec
tive with amagnetised tip), it can give in
formation on the chemistry of the sur
face with a resolution that has reached
0.05 Å vertically and 2Å laterally.
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GerdBinnig(left) andHeinrichRohrerof theIBMZurichResearchLaboratorywith theirscan
ning tunnelling microscope for the building of which they have been awarded the 1984
Hewlett-Packard Europhysics Prize. This will be presented in Prague during the 6th EPS
General Conference.
JET, theJoint European Torus located nearAbingdon in England, was officially openedby
H.M. QueenElizabeth II on 9April 1984. Theceremonyconsisted of actuating themassive
door separating the assembly hall from the machine hall and unveiling a commemorative
plaque. JET, ajoint undertaking of the European Communities (EC) is the most powerful
tokamak operating today. In thephotograph takenduring the Queen's address canbeseen
(nearest camera) E. Davignon, Vice-president of the ECCommission, andat the endof the
samerow, J. Teillac, Chairmanof theJETCouncil. Extremeright isH.-O. Wüster, Director of
the Project, Madame Thorn, Gaston Thorn, President of the ECCommission andFrancois
Mitterrand, attendingin his capacityas President of theECCouncil of Ministers. Since the
first dischargeinJune 1983, JEThasbeen workedup toitsnominal designcurrent of 3MA
with aflat top of 10s, an energy confinement time of 0.25 sandaplasma temperature of
20MK.
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